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THE LOOK AND FEEL OF NATURE

Coordinating Hardscapes from Rosetta Tie Development Together

The CHALLENGE

PROJECT: The Meadows at Searcy Creek
LOCATION: Kansas City, MO

The Meadows at Searcy Creek is a Kansas City community development that includes a Mormon temple, a meeting hall, housing, and an impressive landscape.
As ground broke for the project in 2009, retaining walls were required to support structures on the hilly lot—plus screen the development from traffic noise.

ENGINEER: Continental Consulting Engineers

Originally, the owner of this project wanted to use natural stone to create several
large retaining walls. But that was before the developer heard about Rosetta.

YEAR: 2009-2011

( continued

BLOCK MANUFACTURER: Midwest Block; Rosetta of Michigan
INSTALLER: BC Hardscapes

on reverse )
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“Surprising in a Good Way”

The SOLUTION
When the owner found out that Midwest Block had just started producing
Rosetta products, they liked what they saw. “They thought Rosetta looked
good enough to be natural stone and said they would use it if we could beat
their bid for natural stone. After labor and everything, Rosetta came in under
the amount for natural stone,” explained Ray Briggs who is in landscaping
sales at Midwest.
“The main reason they went with Rosetta is that Rosetta looked like natural
rock, but it was more durable. We’ve seen natural stone walls around town
that degrades really quickly and we needed a block that would last,” explained
Justin Milburn of Continental Engineering.

A total of 4 separate Rosetta walls can be found throughout the development,
but one of the most eye-catching portions is an overlook where pedestrians can
enjoy the landscape, which includes several ponds as a focal point.
To create the overlook, engineers designed an 9 ft. tall Rosetta Outcropping
retaining wall topped with a 3 ft. tall Belvedere freestanding wall to act as a
handrail.
“There are park benches on top of the retaining wall, so we used rebar every 2
ft. or so to attach the Outcropping to the Belvedere. Then the Belvedere blocks
were epoxyed together,” Milburn explained.
A 5 ft. tall Rosetta Outcropping wall allowed for development of the Stake
Center, a nearby meeting hall. Elsewhere in the development, another Outcropping wall allowed for development of a housing area, and a screen wall
was also created using both Outcropping freestanding blocks and Belvedere
freestanding blocks. The screen wall was designed to block noise from a nearby
freeway and stands 42-48 in. tall in most areas, but stands as tall as 9-10 ft. in
other areas.

The OUTCOME

Installers were impressed with how quickly and easily the walls went up.
In total, the project included approximately 20,000 sq. ft. of Rosetta products. “The owners are impressed with the quality and appearance of the wall,”
Milburn explained.
Choose Rosetta for your next project! Visit www.DiscoverRosetta.com to see
other Collections available including Steps, Coping, and Slabs—plus access
project photos, design resources, and find your local manufacturer.

The DESIGN

The development includes Rosetta walls in several different applications because “we wanted to keep a similar look throughout the project,” Milburn
said.
Rosetta is a complete line of hardscape products modeled after world-class
natural stone. With consistent dimensions that replicate the look and feel of
nature, Rosetta is a perfect choice for projects that require the aesthetics of
natural stone, but the durability of an engineered block. Rosetta product lines
used on this project included the large-scale Outcropping Collection, and the
smaller hand-set Belvedere Collection. Both Outcropping and Belvedere can
be used to build retaining and freestanding walls.

www.discoverrosetta.com

